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This research is devoted to the study of quality of life and social well-

being of central and peripheral regions, within the research project 

“Social structure and social institutions of the central and frontier zones 

of the Russian Federation: quality of life and potential for 

modernization”, supported by the grant of Russian Humanities 

Research Foundation in 2013 - 2014, # 13-33-01319. Actually, the 

framework of this research is pre-defined by this initial project.

Consistent with F.Turner's "frontier thesis", in our previous research we 

have found that frontier societies in different countries all carry a 

common syndrome of socio-cultural attributes, ranging from higher 

levels of membership in voluntary associations and civic activism, to 

greater individualism, libertarianism, skepticism of government and 

others. 

Not only in Russia, but also in other “frontier countries”, contemporary 

frontier is settled by relatively recently formed local communities with 

specific socio-cultural features. These areas are also often 

characterized by quite harsh economic and climatic conditions, lower 

provision of public goods, higher violence, compared to the center of 

the country. 



Historically, Russian frontier, or peripheral territory is often synonymous 

with a number of factors, complicating already pretty hard life of its 

population. 

Compared to central parts of the country, frontier territories in Russia 

are characterized by lower provision of social infrastructure, lower 

overall social and economic development, shorter life expectancy, 

harsh climatic conditions, substantial income level differences, high 

volume of crime, high rate of out-migration flows and others.

Strategically, these regions play an important role in Russian economic 

development, geographical and political integrity of the country. 

However, in the last decades we observe significant out-migration from 

this territories, especially among well-educated population with high 

social expectations.

So, the aim of this research is to define factors, affecting SWB on 

regional level in Russia.

On the basis of Russian case we investigate the level of social well-

being in central and peripheral (frontier )areas and contributing factors, 

using regression analysis of state statistics and regional survey data.



SWB might be affected by different factors of regional level:

Material conditions: income, wealth, consumption, etc. 

(Dolan,P., T. Peasgood and M. White (2008),“Do we really know what makes us 

happy?A review of the economic literature on the factors associated with subjective well-

being”, Journal of Economic Psychology, Vol. 29, pp. 94-122.)

Health status, unemployment, social contact and safety

(Boarini, R., M. Comola, C. Smith, R. Manchin and F. De Keulenaer (2012), What Makes 

for a Better Life? The determinants of subjective well-being in OECD countries: Evidence 

from the Gallup World Poll, STD/DOC (2012) 3, OECD.)

Environmental quality, noise and air pollution

(Silva, J.,F. De Keulenaer and N. Johnstone (2012), “Individual and Contextual 

Determinants of Satisfaction with Air Quality and Subjective Well-Being: Evidence based 

on Micro-Data”, OECD Environment Directorate Working Paper, OECD Publishing, 

Paris.; Weinhold,D. (2008), “How big a problem is noise pollution? A brief happiness 

analysis by a perturbable economist”, MPRA Working Paper, No. 10660.) 

Personal security, living in unsafe or deprived area, perceived 

crime rates (Balestra, C.and J. Sultan (2013), “Home Sweet Home: The 

Determinants of Residential Satisfaction and Its Relation with Well-Being”, OECD 

Statistics Directorate Working Papers, OECD, Paris; Helliwell, J.F. and S. Wang (2011), 

“Trust and Well-being”, International Journal of Wellbeing, available online at: 

www.internationaljournalofwellbeing.org/index.php/ijow/issue/current.)
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Model

• Dependent variable - Social well-being index (SWB)

• OLS regressions with robust standard errors

• Exclude Chechnya, the Moscow city and the so-called 

autonomous regions (generally Chukotka, Khanty-Mansi, 

Nenets, Yamalo-Nenets territories) 

• Zabaykalskiy kray excluded, but used for robustness check



Means of variables (76 regions)
Centre Frontier

SWB
43,62 38,88

urban population (urban), % 67,86 75,38

population (pop), ‘000 1961,51 1088,83

population dencity (pop_den), 1 per  sq. km 177,67 4,79

human development index (hdi_10) 0,82 0,82

average income (av_income), rub 16 591,26 20 915,07

natural resources potential (res_98) 1,13 2,16

Social infrastructure security (soc_inf_sec) 44,91 46,08

Discharge of polluted wastewater (water_disc), mln cub. m
190,98 188,11

Life expectancy – male (le_m) 63,98 60,61

Number of registered crimes (crimes), ‘0000 1519,83 2090,56

Dwelling houses construction (dw), ‘000 407,86 270,00



Without frontier



With frontier



Counter-intuitive results

• discharge of polluted water is positively correlated with 

SWB as well as a registered crimes rate. 

Explanation: higher industrialization or greater 

number of larger cities in the regions with high SWB; 

• the positive correlation between crimes rate and SWB. 

Explanation: the higher level of registration in the 

regions with higher urbanization, the higher level of 

trust to police in regions with higher SWB 

• The life expectancy changes the sign. Explanation: 

with frontier variable effect of northern-east gradient is 

specified



Interactions



Life expectancy

• Possible explanation the higher SWB in industrial cities  

with higher levels of pollution and dangerous working 

and infrastructure conditions, that lead to the higher level 

of external causes of diseases and diseases like 

respiratory ones and infections (f.e. tuberculosis). 

• Additional model with the shares of employed in 

potentially dangerous mining (min_q) and 

manufacturing(man_ind)  branches is used for approval



Life expectancy (additional check)



Robustness check

• + Zabaykalskiy kray

• there are no changes in significance of explanatory variables 

for interaction effects. For ordinary models the significance of 

frontier dummy is going down: only in models with life 

expectancy and criminal rate the frontier is significant.

• Explanatory variables belong to 2008 period

• the signs remain the same as well as the general significance 

level for both samples with and without Zabaykalskiy krai. 


